CM LAUNCHES MYGOV GOA PORTAL

Panaji: August 4, 2020

Chief Minister, Dr. Pramod Sawant in the presence of IT Minister, Smt. Jennifer Monserrate today launched MyGov Goa portal, becoming the 13th State to implement My Gov portal.

MyGov platform is a unique path-breaking initiative launched on July 26, 2014, by Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi ji. MyGov portal is a citizen engagement platform that aims to empower citizens to connect with the Government and contribute towards Good Governance.

Dr. Sawant said that MyGov Goa portal will go a long way in strengthening public participation in the governance process and will allow the State to connect to nationwide audience allowing citizens to participate in different forums and give their view/inputs on government policies/schemes.

The wide participation and healthy suggestions will assist the State in further improvement in various sectors such as tourism and IT industry etc.

Minister IT, Smt. Jennifer Monserrate, expressing her views on MyGov Goa said that Goa has created MyGov Goa Instance to encourage people of the State to share their expert thoughts, ideas and suggestions with the Government in areas related to various policies, programs, schemes etc.

MyGov India CEO, Shri. Abhishek Singh briefed on MyGov and talked about how MyGov India has become a platform to promote active participation of citizens in Governance and development.

Through MyGov Goa, the Citizens can connect to the Government through various modes of Participation - Tasks, Discussions, Polls/Survey, Talks and Blogs

MyGov Goa Portal hosts 3 discussions and 2 Surveys on Start-ups and IT. To increase public participation in governance through MyGov Goa, every citizen is requested to enroll in https://goa.mygov.in by entering credentials and share opinions, feedback, suggestions with the Government.
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